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Abstract—Screen-camera communications, using a liquid crystal display (LCD) screen and camera image sensors, have been
attractive variants of visible light communications (VLC) since
any external light-emitting modules and photo detectors are
required for recent mobile devices, which are usually equipped
with display and camera. A major issue in screen-camera
communications is a performance loss in transmission rate due to
nonlinear channel impairments with ambient noise. To improve
transmission rates, we investigate the impact of nonlinear channel
equalization, nonbinary channel coding, probabilistic shaping,
and nonlinear precoding for high-order modulation schemes.
Experimental evaluations using an LCD screen and camera
demonstrate that our proposed scheme achieves 3.8–3.3 times
higher transmission rates compared to existing schemes for a
communication distance of 60–160 cm.
Index Terms—visible light communications, MIMO, screencamera transmission, nonlinear equalization, nonbinary coding,
lattice precoding, probabilistic shaping.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Visible light communications (VLC) [1]–[3] have emerged
as promising complementary technologies to conventional
radio-frequency (RF) wireless communications. Screencamera communications [4]–[7] are such VLC technologies,
where digital data can be transmitted via image signals from
a screen to a camera. For screen-camera communications,
digital bits are encoded in the screen image on devices, e.g.,
laptop computers and smart phones. A receiver equipped
with camera image sensors captures the screen to decode
the information. Screen-camera communications can be used
for various wireless applications, such as inter/intra vehicle
communications [8], near field communications [9], [10], and
augmented reality [11]. The use of screen and camera can form
so-called multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems in which
optical transmissions by an array of light-emitting devices are
received by an array of photo-detector elements. Although
typical frame rates of screen and camera devices are relatively
low in general (e.g., 50 frames per second), high-definition
screen and camera can realize massive spatial multiplexing
gain to transfer a large amount of information bits at once.
A major challenge of the screen-camera communications
is to increase the transmission rate in nonlinear channels with
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ambient noise. In particular, there are three issues in such links
as follows. First, an encoded image on the screen is distorted
due to receiver’s perspective. When the receiver captures the
encoded image on a rectangular screen from a certain angle,
the captured image will become a trapezoid. This phenomenon
is referred to as perspective distortion [12]. Second, the luminance of encoded image is impaired by ambient lights. This
impairment causes errors in the encoded information, resulting
in a low transmission rate. Third, the spectrum sensitivity of
red, green, and blue channels on the camera sensor is nonorthogonal and highly nonlinear. Specifically, the output of
one color channel may be degraded by the intensity of the
other color channels. This is known as color mixing.
To overcome the above-mentioned issues, some approaches
[13]–[17] have been proposed for screen-camera links to
improve the transmission rates. For example, PixNet [13] uses
orthogonal discrete multi-tone (DMT) for single-color channel
transmission. In PixNet, the perspective distortion and ambient
lights are also mitigated. Another approach in [14] discusses
the effect of high-order modulation for the communications
with single color channel. In addition, some approaches [15],
[17] use three color channels, i.e., red, green, and blue,
to improve the transmission rate. However, the increase of
transmission rates are still marginal due to nonlinearity.
To increase the transmission rate in screen-camera communications, we propose a visual MIMO system exploiting
three color channels and multilevel modulation. In this case,
we need to 1) improve bit reliability at each constellation
having non-identical noise variance and 2) mitigate channel
distortion due to pixel and color mixing. To this end, we
introduce four state-of-the-art techniques in the proposed
scheme. First technique is the use of channel equalizations
[18] based on minimum mean-square error (MMSE) and
nonlinear Volterra series [19]–[21], which have been wellstudied in nonlinear amplifiers for wireless communications
and nonlinear fibers for optical communications. The channel
equalization is used to revert back the color/pixel-mixing to
retrieve transmitted constellations by minimizing the mean
squared error between the desired constellation and equalized
signal. As screen and camera devices may have undesired
nonlinear response, we also consider Volterra series expansion
to reduce such nonlinear channel effects. Although how to
design linear channel equalization in VLC was discussed in
[22], there was no comparative evaluation of the throughput
improvement in screen-camera communications. Second technique is the use of channel coding based on nonbinary lowdensity parity-check (LDPC) codes [23]–[27]. The nonbinary
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LDPC codes are designed in high-order Galois Fields to
encode multiple bits at once into a multilevel modulation
symbol. For wireless [25] and optical communications [24],
nonbinary codes have been verified to improve the reliability
of communications using multilevel modulation formats. To
accomplish high transmission rate in screen-camera communications, we introduce the nonbinary coding together with
high-order modulation schemes. Third technique is nonlinear
precoding, called vector perturbation (VP) [28]–[30]. The VP
can resolve the color/pixel mixing effect prior to transmission
in addition to reduce noise enhancement due to the channel
inversion by using the lattice perturbation vector. In some
wireless and optical communications systems, a receiver periodically sends back a feedback of channel state information
for precoding operations to adapt the channel conditions. This
study is the first to evaluate an impact of precoding techniques
supposed that the transmitter have a knowledge of channel
state information prior to transmission. Forth technique is
probabilistic shaping [31], [32] which manipulates the signal
constellation via non-uniform probability of the occurrence.
The probabilistic shaping has been used to compensate for
the theoretical shaping gap of regular quadrature-amplitude
modulation (QAM) formats over an idealistic Gaussian-like
signal distribution [33]. This study is the first to introduce the
probabilistic shaping in the screen-camera communications to
exploit the shaping gain in the presence of non-identical noise
variance at each constellation due to nonlinearity. By integrating those techniques to improve reliability and to mitigate the
channel distortions, we demonstrate that the proposed scheme
can increase the transmission rates, up to 3.8 times higher
than existing studies, under experimental measurements with
a general-purpose screen and camera sensor.
In [34], we have reported a preliminary analysis on screencamera communications using high-order modulation and nonlinear equalization. In this paper, we extend the proposed
scheme by introducing probabilistic shaping and nonlinear
precoding techniques to further improve the transmission rates.
Although these techniques are studied extensively in wireless
and fiber-optic communications systems, there are no studies
showing benefits of these techniques in screen-camera VLC
systems. From experimental analysis, it is found that nonlinear
precoding can maintain higher transmission rates in longer
communication distances. In addition, probabilistic shaping
can yield higher transmission rate relative to uniform QAM
signaling, by accounting for non-uniform reliabilities of each
constellation distorted through screen-camera channels.
Related Works and Our Contributions: The studies on
screen-camera communications can be divided into high-speed
and reliable short-range communications and simultaneous
screen-to-camera and screen-to-eye communications. In former studies, PixNet [13] is a pioneer work of high-speed
and reliable communications for screen-camera links. PixNet
employs frequency-domain grayscale transmission based on
an orthogonal discrete multi-tone (DMT) scheme so that data
distortion will be less sensitive against distance-dependent
pixel mixing and blurring. However, since the original PixNet
doe not fully exploit color attributes, the achievable throughput
is still limited. In addition, DMT requires a relatively high-

complexity Fourier transform. For low-complexity smartphone
applications, COlor Barcode stReaming for smArtphones (COBRA) [15] designed a two-dimensional (2D) color barcode.
Each pixel within the barcode assigns one of four colors, i.e.,
red, green, blue, and white, to transmit two bits. For decoding,
the receiver restores the pixel color values using hue saturation
value (HSV) color model. Strata [16] hierarchically encodes
transmission data to increase the capacity and spatial detail
with multiple layers. In Smartphone Visible Light Communication (SVLC) [35], the sender divides transmission data
into multiple small cells, and the same intensity is assigned to
pixels within the same cell. At the receiver, the received cells
are quantized based on the received pixel value distribution
within the cell for denoising.
In the latter studies, they realize concurrent screen-tocamera and screen-to-eye communications. For example, HiLight [36] conveys data bits through the pixel transparency
change within a time window. InFrame++ [4] leverages the
capability discrepancy and distinctive features between human
vision system and camera devices. They use spatial-temporal
complementary frames (STCFs) to carry data bits without
impairing user’s viewing experiences.
Our study mainly focuses on the former studies. Our scheme
aims to improve throughput for short range applications,
e.g., near field communication and augmented reality by
using precoding techniques at the sender’s device. Although
these techniques have been discussed in wireless and optical
communications, there are no discussion and evaluations on
impacts of such techniques for high-speed screen-camera
communications. This is because screen-camera link is typically uni-directional and it requires another communication
scheme, e.g., Wi-Fi, to exchange the estimated channel gains
between the sender and the receiver. On the other hand,
the recent off-the-shelf receivers, e.g., mobile phones and
wearable cameras, have a radio communication module to
exchange information between the sender via a radio channel.
For the case of screen-camera communications between two
mobile phones, it is also natural to consider bi-directional
screen-camera communications as recent smart phones are
equipped with both screens and cameras. For such systems
having feedback medium, one of issues in precoding-based
screen-camera communications is the amount of overhead for
channel feedback. From the experimental evaluations, linear
and nonlinear precodings realize better throughput at short
and long communication distances under a negligible feedback
overhead. We note that the frequency-domain equalization
techniques can be introduced for simultaneous screen-tocamera and screen-to-eye communications to improve bit error
rates by reducing nonlinear channel distortion.
II. S CREEN -C AMERA V ISUAL MIMO C OMMUNICATIONS
A. System Overview
The purpose of our study is to achieve higher transmission rate in screen-camera communications. Fig. 1 shows the
schematic of our proposed scheme. We use a pair of screen and
camera as the sender and receiver, respectively. Note that there
are three major differences from RF wireless communications.
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Fig. 1. Sender and receiver operation in screen-camera visual MIMO communications.

First, input values for the screen, i.e., pixel luminance values,
should not be complex-valued numbers. Second, the input
values are two dimensional (2D) in spatial domain. Third, the
pixel luminance values typically range over finite non-negative
integers, i.e., 0, 1, . . . , 255 for 8-bit quantization.
Based on the constraints, the sender first encodes shaped
original information with nonbinary coding, followed by 2M ary QAM format and nonlinear precoding, and arranges the
modulated symbols into a 2D image matrix. The modulated
coefficients are then transformed to pixel luminance values by
taking inverse 2D fast Fourier transform (FFT) operation, and
clipped according to the luminance range. Finally, padding
is added to the 2D values prior to display. At the receiver
side, pixel luminance values are captured by camera sensors
and then extracts the transmitted region from the captured
values using an edge detection algorithm. We also mitigate the
effect of perspective distortion and ambient lights. Finally, the
filtered pixel values are transformed to frequency components
by 2D-FFT and equalized to obtain original information.
B. Sender
1) Basis Transform: In order to be robust against inter-pixel
interference, we use a bases transform technique based on 2DFFT. The stream of QAM-modulated symbols are transformed
to pixel luminance values using inverse 2D-FFT for each color
channel. As mentioned above, the screen only accepts real
values as the input luminance. To ensure output values from
inverse 2D-FFT are purely real, we arrange the 2D matrix to
be Hermitian symmetry. Note that the output from inverse FFT
will be entirely real when the input values are Hermitian.
More specifically, we suppose the use of screen image
having a resolution of H ×W pixels for each color channel, for
transmitting 3HW real values in total over three color channels. For each color channel, modulated QAM symbols are
arranged into a matrix of size H × (W/2) and the 1D inverse
FFT is carried out for each column. The FFT coefficients are

organized to be Hermitian symmetry by assigning the complex
conjugate of the value at the (i, j)th frequency coefficient to
the (i, −j)th frequency coefficient. The coefficients in each
row are then fed into inverse FFT. The resulting HW values
are all real and can be sent as screen image. As an alternative
basis function, we also investigate discrete cosine transform
(DCT), which may be suited for real-valued data transform.
2) Clipping: We consider 8 bits for quantization representation of pixel luminance for screen images. To ensure the
output of FFT being within the range between 0 and 255,
the pixel luminance values are shifted and scaled to have a
mean of 255/2 and a variance of (255/2ctail )2 , where ctail
is a clipping parameter. All values outside the range between
0 and 255 are clipped to 0 and 255, respectively. When the
FFT size is large enough, the luminance values may follow a
Gaussian distribution according to the central limit theorem.
By adjusting the clipping parameter ctail , we can control
the probability of clipping events. For example, 99.99% of
luminance values before clipping may lie within the 8-bit
integer range for ctail = 4.
3) Padding: Since light emitted from an LCD screen is
diffusive in nature, each photo detector of camera sensors
receives multiple lights from nearby LCD pixels. As a result, the LCD pixels are blended into one camera pixel in
particular for long distance and mobile devices due to blur.
The FFT-based transmission is insensitive to linear inter-pixel
interference induced by the blur. However, this blending effect
can still cause performance degradation at edges of the screen
images, i.e., background values outside the encoded pixels can
interfere. To reduce the edge effect, pixels with white color
are appended around the encoded values as padding. Finally,
the encoded values with padding are displayed on the screen
with black background. Note that the white padding is also
useful for edge detection at the receiver.
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Fig. 2. An example of ambient light correction. A captured image is distorted
due to ambient lights. Our scheme calculates the ambient noise by a leastsquares fitting function and subtracts the noise from the captured image.

C. Receiver
1) Data Extraction: Receiver’s camera first captures an
image, which contains the transmitter’s screen, for communications. Prior to decoding, the area of encoded pixels is extracted from the captured image. This requires the receiver to
detect the four corners of the area. In our implementation, the
encoded values can be extracted by detecting edges between
white padding and black background based on [37].
2) Perspective and Ambient Light Correction: The extracted image is typically trapezoid and its luminance is shifted
due to perspective distortion and ambient light distortion. We
correct the perspective distortion by using homography operation [38]. Specifically, a trapezoid image can be transformed
to a rectangle image based on four corners of images.
The proposed scheme then reduces the noise of ambient
lights from the rectangle image. We recall the mean of encoded
pixel values is shifted to 255/2 at the transmitter, and thus
shall align the mean of pixel luminance values of the rectangle
image to zero before demodulation. To this end, our scheme
subtracts the pixel values by the output of a best-fit linear
function of f (pi , pj ) = api +bpj +c by means of least-squares
method, where pi and pj are vertical index and horizontal
index for pixels, respectively.
Fig. 2 shows an example of ambient light correction. As
shown in the captured image, the luminance is brighter than
the original luminance due to the ambient lights. Based on the
output of a fitting function, the receiver estimates the noise
from ambient lights and then subtracts the noise from the
captured image to reduce impairments.
3) Decoding: The filtered luminance values are then fed
into 2D-FFT and equalized to mitigate impairments due
to screen-camera channels. After the receiver uses standard
2M -ary QAM demodulation to calculate log-likelihood ratio
(LLR), the channel decoding is carried out for the LLR values
to obtain original information.
D. Linear/Nonlinear Equalization
In screen-camera communications, transmitted symbols are
impaired by color mixing and an effective noise in frequency
domain, e.g., due to motion blur. Let yi,j denote a 3 × 1
vector of received symbols at (i, j)th frequency component.
Each entry represents received symbols from red, green, and
blue color channels, respectively. We assume that the received
symbols are modeled as nonlinear systems:
yi,j = Hi,j φ(xi,j ) + zi,j ,

(1)

where xi,j is a 3×1 vector of transmitted symbols in frequency
domain, Hi,j is a 3 × K channel gain matrix, zi,j is a
3 × 1 additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector with a
2
noise variance of σi,j
. Here, φ(·) denotes a nonlinear kernel
expansion and K is an expansion cardinality. For example,
the second-order Volterra series expansion (including an offset
term) [19]–[21] is expressed as φ(x) = [1, xT , xT ⊗xT ]T with
K = 1 + 3 + 32 = 13. Here, ⊗ represents Kronecker product
and [·]T is a transpose.
Rather than using maximum-likelihood equalization for
φ(xi,j ) with expanded channel estimation, we employ MMSE
equalization for the Volterra series expansion of the received
symbols, i.e., φ(yi,j ). Specifically, MMSE filter weights of
size 3 × K are obtained as follows:

 
−1
,
(2)
Gi,j = E xi,j φ(yi,j )† E φ(yi,j )φ(yi,j )†
where E[·] and [·]† denote the expectation and Hermitian transpose, respectively. In practice, the expectation is taken place
by averaging multiple measurements in the past. In this paper,
we obtain the expectation from 90 measurements. In addition,
we consider either first-order or second-order Volterra series
expansion for φ(·), respectively, as linear equalizer (LE) or
nonlinear equalizer (NLE). We note that the decoding latency
in LE and NLE was almost comparable in our implementation
at the same modulation format. Finally, the received symbols
are equalized using the MMSE filter as follows:
x̂i,j = Gi,j φ(yi,j ).

(3)

E. Nonbinary Channel Coding
To further improve the transmission rate, we use nonbinary
channel coding [23]–[26] based on LDPC codes over Galois
field of GF(Q) [23] for 2M -ary QAM transmissions. Although
a number of practical communications systems have used
binary coding in a context of bit-interleaved coded modulation
(BICM) [39], theoretical gap from Shannon limit cannot be
negligible. In particular, higher-order modulation does not
always provide higher throughput when BICM is used. To
compensate for the loss, we may consider BICM with iterative
decoding (BICM-ID) [40] or multilevel coding (MLC) [41].
However, those methods may increase the decoding latency
because of the feedback nature. In contrast, the nonbinary
coded-modulation can resolve the performance and latency
drawbacks for arbitrary order of modulation formats by allowing increase of decoding complexity.
For the Galois field size of Q = 2M , a sender encodes every
M -bit tuple of original data by using the Q-ary LDPC code.
The encoded bits are sequentially mapped to symbol constellations with 2M -ary modulation schemes. At the receiver side,
the received symbols are demodulated to calculate an LLR
vector [L0 , L1 , . . . , LQ−1 ]. The qth LLR value is expressed as
Lq = ln

Pr(x̂|b = 0)
,
Pr(x̂|b = q)

where Pr(x̂|b = q) denotes the likelihood:
 1

Pr(x̂|b = q) ∝ exp − 2 |x̂ − χq |2 ,
σq

(4)

(5)
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i.e., the probability that the equalized signal is x̂ conditioned
on the transmitted symbol χq , the qth QAM constellation,
where an effective noise variance after equalization is denoted
by σq2 . The LLR vector is fed into a nonbinary LDPC decoder
based on FFT Q-ary sum-product algorithm (QSPA). We consider a hypothetical decoder to estimate achievable throughput.
F. Precoding
When a sender has a knowledge of channel condition based
on receiver’s feedback, the sender can use precoding for
transmission rate improvement. Each transmission symbol is
precoded based on the channel gain matrix Hi,j as follows:
−1
†
†
x0i,j = H+
xi,j ,
(6)
i,j xi,j = Hi,j Hi,j Hi,j + κI
where H+
i,j is a regularized pseudo inverse of Hi,j with κ
being a regularization parameter, x0i,j is the precoded transmission symbol, and I is an identity matrix of appropriate size.
Although the precoding can resolve the color mixing prior to
transmission, the drawback of the channel-inversion precoding
includes a power increase of transmission signals x0i,j , which
can exceed the 8-bit representation of pixel luminance. In order
to reduce the amplitude of the symbol x0i,j , we also consider
nonlinear precoding based on VP [28]–[30].
VP uses a lattice perturbation vector to reduce power
enhancement due to the channel inversion. Specifically, the
precoded transmission symbol x0i,j can be obtained as follows:

x0i,j = H+
(7)
i,j xi,j + τ di,j ,
where τ is a scalar value for VP, and di,j is 3 × 1 integer
vector over the lattice points Z. In order to limit the signal
amplitude, we select the best lattice point, which minimizes
the signal power via sphere decoding as follows:
 2
.
(8)
di,j = arg min H+
i,j xi,j + τ d̂
d̂∈Z

At the receiver side, the lattice perturbation can be removed
from the equalized symbols by the modulo operation:
ˆ i,j = x̂i,j mod τ,
x̂

P
conditioned on the average signal energy q pq |χq |2 . Here,
Dq (p) is the relative entropy defined as
Z
Pr(x̂|b = q)
Dq (p) = Pr(x̂|b = q) ln PQ−1
dx̂, (11)
j=0 pj Pr(x̂|b = j)
where the integration over x̂ is replaced with a discrete-output
sum over a number of proximal sample points. For screencamera communications, we use wq = 1 for all q because
peak-to-average power ratio is more important than average
signal power. Note that the conventional probabilistic shaping
generally considers homogeneous channel outputs, where the
effective noise variance is identical over different constellation
points. Nevertheless, the above BAA can take the nonuniform
noise variance σq2 for different q in (5) into consideration.
According to the optimized probability p obtained via BAA,
we can generate non-uniform constellations by geometric
Huffman coding [43]. Note that the LLR calculation for LDPC
decoding should account for the shaping probability when
probabilistic shaping is used; specifically, (4) is modified as
Lq = ln

Pr(x̂|b = 0)p0
.
Pr(x̂|b = q)pq

(12)

(9)
H. Computational Complexity

which wraps the signal x̂i,j within a region from −τ to τ in
each quadrature component-wise.
G. Probabilistic Shaping
Let p = [p0 , p1 , ..., p2M −1 ] denote the shaping vector, where
pq is the probability that the constellation χq is chosen for
shaped transmission. To optimize p achieving the maximum
transmission rates, we employ a generalized version of Blahut–
Arimoto algorithm (BAA) [42], in which the following recursion is taken place until convergence:
pq exp[w̄Dq (p)/wq ]
pq = P
,
i pi exp[w̄Di (p)/wi ]

Fig. 3. Experimental equipment.

(10)

where w̄ = mini wi and wq is a conditional weight. Typically,
we use wq = |χq |2 for maximizing the mutual information

The processing time for frequency-domain approaches is
dominated by the 2D-FFT according to [15], which demonstrated that the conventional PixNet can operate up to 100
frame-per-second (FPS) to send grayscale images of size 800×
480 pixels using 1 GHz processor at Nexus S smartphone.
Our scheme requires at least 3-times more FFT operations
for color images, in addition to extra operations including
nonbinary decoding and channel equalization. The FFT-QSPA
complexity for nonbinary LDPC decoding is O[Q/ log2 Q]times higher than binary counterparts. For example of Q = 8
to be used for 64QAM, the complexity is at most 2.7fold increased. The computational complexity for the channel
equalization is O[3KHW ] for matrix multiplication in (3),
where the weight matrix in (2) can be adaptively computed
on a few occasions. As the computational complexity for
color 2D-FFT is O[3HW log2 HW ], the channel equalization
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is less time-consuming than FFT in general (K = 3 for
linear equalization). For a moderate size of images, e.g.,
H = W = 100, the total complexity of the proposed method is
roughly 4-fold higher than the conventional grayscale PixNet.
Hence, we believe that our method is still feasible for practical
mobile computing. With a careful choice of image sizes and
recent smartphones, it is highly expected that the proposed
scheme can operate at a high FPS such as 120.
III. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATIONS
We use IODATA EX-LD3151DB with a resolution of
1920 × 1080 as a display screen. We also use MacBook Pro
13-inch with 1080 × 720 resolution camera, iPad Air 2 with
960×960 resolution camera, and ZenPad 3 8.0 with 1600×900
resolution camera as an image sensor camera as shown in
Fig. 10. To display encoded values on the screen, we use
Psychophysics Toolbox Version 3 [44], which is a free set
of Matlab functions with a precise control of display timing.
We evaluate the achievable throughput of the screen-camera
communications system in terms of bits per frame. The
throughput is defined as follows.
(13)

where R denotes throughput (bits/frame), B is the total
number of transmitted bits in one encoded image, and I(X; Y )
is mutual information between a transmitted image X and
equalized image Y . Here, the mutual information for nonbinary coding is calculated from the LLR vector as follows:
"
!
#
Q−1
X
I(X; Y ) = HQ (p) − E logQ
exp(−Lq ) b = 0 ,
q=0

(14)
where HQ (p) is the Q-ary entropy function for nonuniform
probability p, defined as
HQ (p) = −

Q−1
X

pq logQ (pq ).

MacBook Pro
IPad Air 2
ZenPad 3 8.0

50000

25000

0
PixNet

PixNet Proposed Proposed
Colors
LE
NLE

Fig. 4. Throughput of reference schemes with 4-QAM at a distance of 60 cm
using different image sensor cameras: PixNet uses binary LDPC codes, while
the proposed scheme uses nonbinary LDPC codes.

A. Experimental Methodology

R = B · I(X; Y ),

Throughput (bits/frame)

TABLE I
O PTIMIZED ctail VALUES OVER COMMUNICATION DISTANCE

(15)

q=0

When binary coding is considered, the mutual information is
obtained analogously with Q = 2. Note that the nonuniform
probability degrades the entropy for HQ (·), whereas the total
mutual information I(X; Y ) can be improved by BAA.
Unless otherwise stated, we evaluate the achievable throughput at a distance between the screen and camera of 60 cm. We
also make an analysis of the throughput for different distances
of 80, 100, 120, 140, and 160 cm. We use 90 images with a
resolution of H × W = 100 × 100 for communications. Each
image is displayed at the center position of the LCD screen.
For clipping parameters of ctail in each image, we use the

best values in different conditions obtained from preliminary
experiments. Table I lists the best clipping parameters of ctail
in each modulation format and communication distance.
B. Baseline Performance
In Fig. 4, we show the performance of screen-camera links
using three cameras, i.e., MacBook Pro, iPad Air 2, and
ZenPad 3 8.0, for four reference schemes: PixNet [13], PixNet
with color channels, proposed scheme with linear equalization,
and proposed scheme with nonlinear equalization. All the
reference schemes use 4-QAM for the modulation format at a
communication distance of 60 cm in Fig. 4. PixNet uses the
binary LDPC code for channel coding, and encoded values
are displayed on green color channel for simplicity. The other
schemes use red, green, and blue color channels. The proposed
schemes use the nonbinary LDPC code for channel coding.
From Fig. 4, we can observe the following two points:
•
•

The proposed scheme with NLE achieves the highest
throughput.
Even without NLE, our scheme realizes higher performance compared to the existing PixNet schemes because
color mixing can be mitigated by LE.

For example, the throughput of our scheme with NLE using
MacBook Pro is 4.5 times higher than PixNet and 1.8 times
higher than PixNet with color channels. It suggests that
equalization techniques are more advantageous for high-speed
screen-camera communications.
In addition, it is demonstrated that the equalization techniques can be improved the throughput irrespective of camera
quality. For example, the throughput of our scheme with
NLE is 1.6 and 1.9 times higher than PixNet with color
channels when we use iPad Air 2 and ZenPad 3 8.0 as an
image sensor camera, respectively. It is thus expected that the
proposed scheme can yield high throughput with even lowerend cameras. Since the achievable throughput of the proposed
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Fig. 5. Throughput as a function of communication distances.

scheme is not sensitive to different cameras, we focus on iPad
Air 2 as an image sensor camera in the following evaluations.
C. Impact of Distance and High-Order Modulation
Previous evaluations considered a fixed communication distance of 60 cm and modulation format of 4-QAM. However,
when we use mobile devices for the communications, the
distance between a sender and receiver may vary. In addition,

we shall use higher-order modulation schemes to increase the
throughput. To evaluate the impact of the distance and highorder modulation in throughput, we compare the achievable
throughput with 16-QAM and 64-QAM at a distance of 80,
100, 120, 140, or 160 cm in addition to 4-QAM and 60 cm.
Figs. 5 (a) through 5 (c) show the throughput with 4QAM, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM as a function of communication distance, respectively. Even in a longer distance, the
proposed scheme keeps a higher throughput compared to the
conventional schemes irrespective of modulation schemes. For
instance, the proposed scheme with 4-QAM achieves 3.3 times
higher throughput than PixNet and 2.5 times higher throughput
than PixNet with color channels at a communication distance
of 160 cm. It is also seen that PixNet without color channels
is more robust than PixNet with color channels; specifically,
color channels do not provide 3 times higher throughput in
longer distance regimes. Since the intensity of blue color
channel is weaker than other color channels, throughput of
the color channel decreases in long-range communications.
In view of modulation schemes, high-order modulation
boosts the performance improvement in the proposed schemes.
On the other hand, high-order modulation schemes do not
offer throughput improvement in the existing schemes because
demodulation can fail without equalization. For example,
the proposed scheme with 64-QAM yields 1.9 times higher
throughput compared to the 4-QAM scheme at a communication distance of 60 cm. From these results, it is verified that
high-order modulation schemes in conjunction with equalization techniques are effective for achieving high throughput. It
is also observed that the nonlinear equalization can be more
effective for higher-order modulation schemes although the
performance improvement is marginal.
We then compare the performance of the proposed scheme
with existing schemes of image-domain screen-camera communications, i.e., COBRA [15], SVLC [35], and SoftLight
[17]. In COBRA, two bits per pixel are transmitted with a 2D
color barcode and HSV model is used to decode the barcode.
SoftLight is an improved version of COBRA by introducing
bit-level rateless coding to realize rate-adaptive soft-decision
decoding in the screen-camera communications.
Figs. 5 (a) through 5 (c) show the throughput results of
COBRA, SoftLight, SVLC, PixNet, and the proposed scheme
in different communication distances. Here, the size of each
cell in SVLC is two. Since the existing schemes send the
limited number of bits in each transmission image, they
suffer lower throughput compared with the proposed scheme
irrespective of the communication distances. In addition, the
proposed scheme with a high-order modulation format yields
better throughput by canceling linear and nonlinear effects
using equalizations. In our experiments, SoftLight shows
only a marginal improvement over COBRA because serious
color/pixel-mixing occurs for pixel-domain barcodes. It suggests that our frequency-domain approach can send more data
bits compared to the pixel-domain approaches over the whole
range of communication distances in consideration.
In addition, we define a word error rate as an evaluation
criterion to discuss the performance of our proposed scheme
in terms of reliability. The error rate represents the number
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Fig. 6. Error rates in different communication distances for 4-QAM.

of erroneous codeword packets across the total number of
transmitted packets. Fig. 6 shows error rates as a function of
communication distances at a modulation format of 4-QAM in
the proposed scheme and PixNet. Here, we assume irregular
LDPC codes having a code rate of R and the code length of
512, which is relatively short so that high-throughput VLC is
realized. By taking equalization techniques for the received
signals, errors due to linear and nonlinear channel effects can
be reduced and the error rate of the proposed scheme can be
improved even in long communication distances. For example,
the existing PixNet with color channels has a large error rate in
a communication distance of 80 cm at a code rate of 0.5 while
the proposed scheme with nonlinear equalization achieves a
low error rate up to the communication distance of 120 cm.
Note that the error rate results of other existing schemes were
omitted to show because the word error rates were close to
one for the whole range of distances at a code rate above 0.5.
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Fig. 7. Throughput with binary and nonbinary codes at a communication
distance of 60 cm.
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Fig. 8. Throughput of the proposed scheme with nonlinear equalization and
binary/nonbinary codes as a function of communication distances.

D. Impact of Nonbinary Coding
This section discusses the contributions of nonbinary coding
for performance improvement. In Fig. 7, we compare the
throughput with binary and nonbinary codes, for 16-QAM
and 64-QAM at a communication distance of 60 cm. It is
demonstrated that the nonbinary coding offers performance
improvement in particular for higher-order modulation with
equalizations in our proposed scheme. Because BICM has a
theoretical penalty, the throughput of 64-QAM can be lower
than that of 16-QAM when binary coding is used.
Fig. 8 evaluates the throughput of the proposed scheme with
binary and nonbinary codes as a function of communication
distances. It shows that improvement by nonbinary codes can
be obtained even in longer communication distances especially
for higher-order modulation. For example, nonbinary code offers 2.1 times improvement on average across communication
distances compared to the binary code scheme for 64-QAM.
From these figures, it is highly recommended to integrate
high-order modulation, nonbinary coding, and equalization for
increasing the achievable throughput.

E. Effect of Different Conditions
In this section, we capture transmission images in different
horizontal captured angles and spotlight colors to clarify
the effectiveness of equalization techniques for various noise
patterns in screen-camera communications.
Fig. 9(a) shows the throughput of the reference schemes
as a function of the degree of horizontal captured angles at
a communication distance of 60 cm and modulation format
of 4-QAM. As the degree of captured angles increases, the
throughput of each scheme decreases due to a strong perspective distortion. On the other hand, the proposed scheme
keeps highest throughput throughout the captured angles by
canceling the effects of perspective distortion.
In Fig. 9(b), we show the throughput results with different
spotlight colors at a communication distance of 60 cm and
modulation format of 4-QAM. Here, each captured image
is distorted by yellow/white spotlight. In this case, some of
captured pixel values are highly distorted by the spotlights. In
PixNet with color channels, the throughput with yellow and
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Fig. 9. Throughput of reference schemes in different conditions.

white spotlights is 55.3% and 62.4% lower than the throughput
without spotlight, respectively. Although the throughput of
the proposed scheme degrades due to spotlights, the effects
of spotlight distortion can be marginal by using linear and
nonlinear equalizations. For instance, the throughput degradation due to yellow and white spotlights is 27.2% and 21.1%,
respectively, in our scheme with nonlinear equalization.

This section considers linear precoding based on regularized
zero-forcing (ZF) and nonlinear precoding based on VP to
evaluate the impact in throughput performance on screencamera links. For precoding, a receiver sends back estimated
channel gains to a sender, and then the sender precodes
transmission symbols based on the estimated channel gains
to reduce the effect of channel impairments.
Figs. 11 (a) through 11 (c) show the throughput of the
proposed scheme with/without linear and nonlinear precodings
for different modulations. We note that both proposed with
ZF and VP schemes use linear equalization at the receiver
in addition to the precoding. From these results, we observe
that linear and nonlinear precodings yield better performance
in long communication distances. In addition, nonlinear precoding mostly performs better than linear precoding. The
improvement comes from preventing noise boost by using
perturbation vectors in nonlinear precoding.

F. Impact of Basis Functions
Our scheme uses FFT-based multiplexing for transforming
original information onto screen images. Here, we evaluate the
impact of another basis transform, i.e., DCT, as an alternative
of FFT. Note that imaginary parts of H × (W/2) QAMmodulated symbols are mapped to the rest of pixels to be
real-valued images for DCT. For demultiplexing, an inverse
2D-DCT is taken place before displaying the pixel images.
In Fig. 10, we compare the throughput of the proposed
scheme under the different multiplexing methods at a modulation format of 4-QAM. From this figure, it is seen that
the proposed scheme with FFT-based multiplexing yields
higher throughput than DCT-based multiplexing. Especially,

H. Impact of Probabilistic Shaping
Figs. 12 (a) and 12 (b) show that residual noise variance of
each constellation point in blue color channel after nonlinear
equalization. It was found that the variance σq2 is non-identical
for different q, specifically, the maximum variance is 2.6 and
3.7 times greater than the minimum variance in 16-QAM and
64-QAM, respectively. In this figure, we also present the probability pq optimized by BAA, which can maximize the mutual
information even in the presence of such nonuniform noise
variances. To evaluate an impact of probabilistic shaping in
screen-camera links, we evaluate throughput from simulations
under the observed noise variances.
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Fig. 12. Residual noise variance and shaping probability in each constellation
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Fig. 11. Throughput of proposed schemes with ZF linear precoding and VP
nonlinear precoding as a function of communication distances.

Fig. 13 shows the throughput of the proposed scheme
with/without probabilistic shaping in 16-QAM and 64-QAM
as a function of the communication distance. It is shown
that the probabilistic shaping can yield throughput improvement. For example, the proposed scheme with 64-QAM and
probabilistic shaping offers 1,992 bits/frame higher throughput

compared to the proposed scheme without shaping on average
across communication distances.
I. Discussion on Channel Feedback Interval
For nonlinear precoding at a sender, the receiver needs to
send the estimated channel gains to the sender as a feedback.
In this case, one of issues in precoding-based screen-camera
communications is the amount of feedback overhead to be
shared under a limited feedback occasion.
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demonstrated that our scheme keeps higher throughput than
the existing schemes for longer communication distances between the screen and camera by reducing channel impairments.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first experimental
demonstration exploiting channel equalization, nonbinary coding, probabilistic shaping, and nonlinear precoding for screencamera communications in the literature.
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